Project Profile

Lake Mills Elementary School

Media Center

Location
155 E Pine St
Lake Mills, WI USA
Industry
K-12 Education
Size
93,284 SF
Number of Students
600
Completion
2014
Furniture Dealer
Henricksen
Design Firm
Eppstein Uhen Architects
General Contractor
Miron Construction
Installer
Systems Furniture
Installations (SFI)
Photographer
C&N Photography
Products Specified
xxx
Learning Community

Henricksen was invited to be one of the
providers of furniture for Lake Mills Area
School District. To earn this opportunity, we
spent time with EUA and the representatives
of the school district at our office in Brookfield
to ensure that they were comfortable with our
capabilities, our dedication to all stake holders
and willingness to pursue furniture solutions
unique to the project and complementing the
district’s mission.

Lake Mills Elementary School

The new facility provides nearly all mobile
furniture to augment a practical, sustainable
solution that can grow and change with the
teacher and student needs. Students are
empowered to move pieces on their own,
share spaces and work in a manner that suits
the task at hand.

Classrooms use mobile organic shaped tables
for ease of reconfiguration and provides the
ability to set up a classroom in different ways
for different types of instruction. The tables
used were specified throughout the building
for the different grades and can accommodate
different heights. The design continuity
also helps with inventory management and
maintenance.

Small Group

Classroom

Small Group

Learning happens everywhere in this
elementary school. Space in hallways and
corners needed to be planned with furniture
in a smart way to allow for small groups of
students to continue discussions and learning
outside the classrooms. Furniture pieces
provided allowed for casual settings with
a condensed footprint to maximize spaces
without feeling cluttered.

Cafeteria

The cafeteria is a highlight with a glass wall. Students have an easy
connection to the outdoors and feel a sense of community within at the
large tables designed for students of all ages and heights including ADA
compliance.
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